Smoke Stomper Owners Manual
Thank you for investing in the Smoke Stomper. You have made a great decision which
will provide a more healthy and odor free home. While nothing is perfect, the Smoke
Stomper should provide a dramatic improvement in the air quality in your home.
For your convenience, we do have a series of videos that cover the below topics. Feel
free to check them out at: http://www.getthesmokeout.com/home-smoke-eater-videos/
Warning:
Always unplug the Smoke Stomper prior to servicing. Do not expose to rain or water.
Unboxing and setting up:
Since this machine is fairly heavy, I recommend you lay the box gently on it’s side,
open it up and drag the machine out. Do not try to lift the machine out of the top of
the box. Once you have the machine out, attach the wheels to the bottom with the
included screws.
There is already a 6” HEPA filter, a Carbon Panel and a carbon pre-filter preinstalled in the machine. You don’t need to do anything before beginning use.
Maintenance:
It is recommended for most customers that you change the black pre-filter every two
months. There are 6 total pre-filters, so changing them every two months means
you will get a year out of the included set of filters. (Obviously if there is an extreme
amount of smoke, you may go through filters quicker than a year.) If you rarely
smoke - you may get multiple years. Just pull the silver pins out to change the
filters. Filters are NOT washable.
FAQ: How do I know when to change the filters?
Unfortunately there is no accurate way for us to tell you “it’s time”. You will need to
inspect the pre-filter on a periodic basis. If it is heavily covered with smoke particles,
it may need to be changed. If it just looks a little dirty and seems to be working fine you can wait to change the filter.
Recommended Use:
Proximity matters. The Smoke Stomper will work best in the room it is located. If
you smoke throughout the entire home, place the unit in the room where you smoke
the most. It’s on wheels, so you can also wheel it around from the kitchen to the
living room depending on where you are smoking. For best results position the unit
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6 to 8 inches from a wall. The unit does not need to be placed in the middle of the
room.
How to maximize results:
Ideally, having a dedicated room with a door will give you the best chance of
success. Smoke removal is comprised of two things. 1. Containment. This means
keeping the smoke in one area long enough for a smoke eater to filter the air. 2.
Proper filtration. (Smoke Stomper)
If you haven’t seen our decimated smoking room video yet, watch the first video
here: http://www.getthesmokeout.com/home-smoke-eater-videos/
Video Summary - steps to take:
1. Select a dedicated room with a door on it.
2. If there is a return air vent where air gets sucked in, put duct tape over the vent
so it doesn’t drag smoke in and redistribute it throughout the home.
3. Either weatherstrip the door so it is air-tight. Or roll up a towel and put it at the
crack at the bottom of the door.
4. Lastly - open the window just a tiny bit. This will allow any pressure building up
from the HVAC system blowing air into the room to escape and not gust out the
door when you open it to leave the room.
Getting filters or support:
You may get them on our website at:
http://www.getthesmokeout.com/smoke-stomper-annual-filter-kit/
Or simply call us at: 1-888-472-8736. If you get our voicemail, please leave a
message. We promise to return your call.
Providing feedback:
If you’d like to provide your feedback, whether it be good or bad, just email me at
dan@getthesmokeout.com. I’d love to add your testimonial to our website.
I appreciate you and your business. Let me know if I can be of further assistance.
Thank you!

Dan Buglio - Owner
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